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We study a system consisting of a Luttinger liquid coupled to a quantum dot on the boundary.
The Luttinger liquid is expressed in terms of fermions interacting via density-density coupling and
the dot is modeled as an interacting resonant level on to which the bulk fermions can tunnel. We
solve the Hamiltonian exactly and construct all eigenstates. We study both the zero and finite
temperature properties of the system, in particular we compute the exact dot occupation as a
function of the dot energy in all parameter regimes. The system is seen to flow from weak to strong
coupling for all values of the bulk interaction, with the flow characterized by a non-perturbative
Kondo scale. We identify the critical exponents at the weak and strong coupling regimes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The low energy physics of many one dimensional sys-
tems are successfully captured by a Luttinger liquid
description[1]. Among these are quantum wires with
screened Coulomb interaction and spin chains. The de-
scription entails expanding about the two Fermi points
so that the system consists of left or right moving parti-
cles and low energy interaction processes. The presence
of interaction causes the Fermi surface to be destroyed
so that the excitations are collective bosonic density per-
turbations.
The effects of the electrons being dissolved are most
dramatic when the system is coupled to an impurity and
in particular to a quantum dot [2]. Quantum dots are
artificial atoms created by confining a two dimensional
electron gas to small enough size that its energy levels
become discrete. The potential on the dot and leads can
be tuned so that only one of these levels is available to be
occupied. Therefore when coupled to a Luttinger liquid
there exists a competition between the tunneling which
is mediated by electrons and the large number of bosons
excited as an electron is added to the bulk.
Luttinger liquids as well as Luttinger impurity systems
are readily created in experiments as carbon nano tubes
[3] [4], fractional quantum Hall edges [5], [6], [7], screw
dislocations in 4He [8] and also 4He confined to nanopores
[9][10]. It can further be realized in a quasi one dimen-
sional setting where the Luttinger liquids describe resis-
tive higher dimensional leads [11][12][13]. Most exciting
perhaps is the ability to create these systems using cold
atom gases [14][15][16] where the ability to tune interac-
tion strength, hopping parameters combined with preci-
sion measurements allows one to explore regions inacces-
sible to other methods [17].
In this paper we study a spinless Luttinger liquid cou-
pled to a quantum dot at the boundary as depicted in
FIG. 1. The model can describe a quantum dot placed
at the end of a spin-polarized nano wire or placed in the
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FIG. 1: Our system consists of a semi infinite Luttinger liq-
uid coupled to a quantum dot modeled as a resonant level.
The Luttinger liquid consists of left and right moving inter-
acting fermions which can tunnel to and from the level and
experience a Coulomb force from an occupied dot.
middle of a fractional quantum Hall edge [5]. We solve
the model exactly using Bethe Ansatz and identify the
ground state and excitations of the model for all param-
eter regimes. The ground state occupation of the dot is
then calculated as a function of the dot energy. From this
we determine the renormalization group picture of the
system flowing from weak to strong coupling and iden-
tify the fixed points as well as the leading relevant and ir-
relevant operators around them. The finite temperature
properties are then studied and the free energy calcu-
lated with the same behavior found of a weakly coupled
localized dot at high temperature and a strongly coupled
delocalized dot at low temperatures with the crossover
characterized by a dynamically generated energy scale.
II. THE HAMILTONIAN
The Hamiltonian of the (spinless) Luttinger liquid in
its fermionic form is given by,
HLL = −i
∫ 0
−L/2
dx(ψ†+∂xψ+ − ψ†−∂xψ−)
+4g
∫ 0
−L/2
dxψ†+(x)ψ
†
−(x)ψ−(x)ψ+(x) (1)
where ψ†± are right and left moving fermions restricted
to the space x ∈ [−L/2, 0] which interact with a point
like interaction of strength g [18]. There are two con-
served charges present in HLL namely the number of left
and right movers, Nˆ± =
∫ 0
−L/2 ψ
†
±(x)ψ±(x), which are
combined to a single conserved charge by the boundary
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2condition ψ−(0) = −ψ+(0) mixing the two chirality par-
ticles.
By itself this Hamiltonian is easy to diagonalize and is
most conveniently done by unfolding the system to the
full line using ψ−(x) = −ψ(−x) and ψ+(x) = ψ(x) for
x ≤ 0. The result of this is
H ′LL = −i
∫ L/2
−L/2
dxψ†∂xψ∫ L/2
−L/2
4gψ†(x)ψ†(−x)ψ(−x)ψ(x) (2)
so that only right movers are present but the interaction
is now non local and the system extends from −L/2 to
L/2. In the unfolded model the interaction occurs be-
tween two particles only when x1 + x2 = 0 and we can
expand the wavefunction in plane waves and in regions
where x1 + x2 > 0 or < 0. The two particle eigenstate
with energy E = k1 + k2 is consequently given by [19],
|k1, k2〉 =
∫
d~x
[
θ(x1 + x2) + e
iφθ(−x1 − x2)
]
×
2∏
j=1
eikjxjψ†(xj) |0〉 (3)
where φ = −2 arctan (g) is the two particle phase shift
and θ(x) are Heaviside functions. The generalisation to
N particles is straightforward and upon doing so the
spectrum can be determined by imposing periodic bound-
ary conditions ψ(L/2) = ψ(−L/2) in the unfolded lan-
guage which corresponds to an open boundary condition,
ψ+(−L/2) = −ψ−(−L/2) in the folded system. This
constrains the single particle energies kj , j = 1, . . . N ac-
cording to
e−ikjL = ei(N−1)φ (4)
with the total energy being the sum of these E =
∑N
j kj .
Thus the energy levels of a Luttinger liquid in a box are
shifted by a constant compared to those of a free model.
The system can likewise be described using bosoniza-
tion so that the Hamiltonian takes the form [18],
HLL =
1
4pi
∫
(K(∇ϕ)2 + 1
K
Π2) dx
where ϕ(x) and Π(x) are canonically conjugate bosonic
fields andK is related to the coupling g in a non-universal
way. It will be necessary later to compare the bosonic
and fermionic approaches which requires us to determine
this relation between K and g or more precisely, between
K and φ. To do so we compute the compressibility in
the fermionic language and match it to the known re-
sult from bosonization. With this in mind we note that
the linear spectrum of the fermionic model (1) means we
need to impose a momentum cutoff of −D and construct
the ground state by populating states from this level up.
Therefore in the thermodynamic limit the ground state
energy for density D = N/L with a chemical potential µ
is,
E
L
=
∫ 2piD−D
−D
[
k −
(
φ
∫ 2piD−D
−D
dq
2pi
)
− µ
]
dk
2pi
. (5)
Varying the density with both the cutoff and µ held fixed
we can find the compressibility of the bulk. Sending
D → D + δD and minimizing E with respect to δD we
get 2pi(1 − φpi )D = D + µ and so the compressibility is
related to φ by φ/pi = 1−κ/κ0 where we denote the free
compressibility by κ0 = 1/2pi and that of the Luttinger
liquid κ. In turn this can be expressed in terms of the
Luttinger liquid parameters
φ
pi
= 1− 1
K
. (6)
We replace the renormalization scheme dependent cou-
pling g with the scattering phase φ which can be directly
related to measurable quantities via (6). Note that being
a phase φ is restricted to lie in the interval [−pi, pi] and
therefore the fermionic Hamiltonian (1) can only realize
K ∈ [1/2,∞].
The Luttinger wire is attached to a quantum dot mod-
eled by a resonant level with energy 0 via a tunneling
term t [20]. They are further coupled via a Coulomb
interaction U ,
Ht =
t
2
(ψ†+(0)− ψ†−(0))d+ h.c, (7)
Hd = 0d
†d+
U
2
d†d
∑
σ=±
ψ†σ(0)ψσ(0). (8)
When coupled to the dot the conservation law takes the
form Nˆ = Nˆ+ + Nˆ−+ nˆd, the total particle number (here
nˆd = d
†d).
III. THE EIGENSTATES
We will proceed with the diagonalization of H =
HLL+Ht+Hd in the usual Bethe Ansatz manner by first
finding the single particle eigenstates, then the two parti-
cle states from which we deduce the N particle solution.
Following this the spectrum is determined in terms of
the Bethe Ansatz equations by imposing boundary con-
ditions on the system.
We again unfold the system as before and write the
most general single particle state of energy k as
|k〉 =
∫
eikx
[
A[10]θ(−x) +A[01]θ(x)
]
ψ†(x) |0〉+Bd† |0〉(9)
Upon acting on this state with the Hamiltonian we find
it is an eigenstate provided,
S10 =
A[01]
A[10]
=
k − 0 − iΓ
k − 0 + iΓ , (10)
B =
t
k − 0
(
A[10] +A[01]
)
. (11)
3The quantity Γ = t2/2 is the hybridization width while
S10 is the single particle S-matrix for fermion scattering
past the dot. Moving to the two particle case the inter-
action parameters U and g enter into play. We can write
the state with energy E = k1 + k2 as
|k1, k2〉 =
∫ ∑
Q
AQθ(~xQ)e
ik1x1+ik2x2ψ†(x1)ψ†(x2) |0〉
+
∫ ∑
P
[
BP1 e
ik1x +BP2 e
ik2x
]
θ(xP )ψ
†(x)d† |0〉 . (12)
Here, in the first line we have expanded the two fermion
part of the wavefunction into 8 regions which contain
every ordering of the particles in addition to distinguish-
ing whichever is closest to the origin, labelled by Q ∈
{[120], [210], [012], [021], [102A], [102B], [201A], [201B]}.
For example the amplitude A[102B] corresponds to the
region with x1 < 0 < x2 and |x1| > |x2| whereas A[102A]
has |x2| > |x1|. The θ(~xQ) are Heaviside functions which
are non zero only in the region Q. These extra regions
compared to standard Bethe wavefunctions are required
by the non local interaction and are necessary when
studying Luttinger impurity models [21]. In the second
line, the wavefunction in the dot part is expanded in
regions P which correspond to the fermion being either
to the left or to the right of the origin e.g. B
[10]
2 is the
amplitude for the particle with k2 to the left of the dot
while the other particle is on it.
Acting on this state with the Hamiltonian we find it is
an eigenstate provided,
A[201A]
A[210]
=
A[012]
A[102A]
=
k1 − 0 − iΓ
k1 − 0 + iΓ , (13)
A[102B]
A[120]
=
A[021]
A[201B]
=
k2 − 0 − iΓ
k2 − 0 + iΓ , (14)
A[102A]
A[102B]
=
A[201B]
A[201A]
= eiφ (15)
A[210]
A[120]
=
A[021]
A[012]
= S12 (16)
with
S12 =
k1 + k2 − 2¯0 − iU ′2 (k1 − k2)
k1 + k2 − 2¯0 + iU ′2 (k1 − k2)
(17)
being the S-matrix when a particle of energy k1 scatters
past one of energy k2, and we defined,
arctan (U ′/2) = arctan (U/2)− arctan (g)
¯0 = 0 − ΓU ′/2.
The parameters U ′ and ¯0 are bare quantities and as such
depend upon the regularisation scheme employed. These
parameters must be related to universal quantities to ac-
quire meaning as is always the case for renormalisable
field theories. Below we relate U ′ to K and ¯0 to the
renormalised dot energy.
Generalising to N particles, the state consists of parts
with the dot occupied or unoccupied. The latter is writ-
ten as∣∣∣~k〉 = ∑
Q
∫
AQθ(~xQ)e
∑N
j kjxj
N∏
j=1
ψ†(xj) |0〉 . (18)
The sum is now over 2NN ! regions Q and the amplitudes
are related to each by the various phase shifts given in
(10), (17) and (15). The occupied dot part can also be
written in such a fashion, we omit it here as we will only
require (18) to proceed. The consistency of the solu-
tion is guaranteed as the S-matrices satisfy the reflection
equation [22],
Sk0eiφSj0Sjk = SjkSj0eiφSk0 (19)
along with the Yang Baxter equation SkiSjiSjk =
SjkSjiSki, which they do so trivially as all the S-matrices
are phases.
The k dependent two body S-matrix (17) is the same
form as the interacting resonant level model (IRLM)
which describes a dot coupled to Fermi liquid leads [23].
The effect of the bulk interaction on this is to shift
U → U ′. This makes explicit the relationship between
the IRLM and the Luttinger resonant level model seen
in [24], that is, when only the thermodynamics of the
dot are concerned one can deal with the level-lead in-
teraction instead of a bulk interaction. Bulk properties,
however, differ in both models as do the structure of the
wave functions which will show up as different correlation
functions.
To determine the spectrum we impose periodic bound-
ary conditions in the unfolded system which as stated
before corresponds to an open boundary condition at
x = −L/2 in the folded language. Upon doing so we
find the Bethe equations which determine the kj ,
e−ikjL = ei(N−1)φ
kj − 0 − iΓ
kj − 0 + iΓ
×
N∏
l
kj + kl − 2¯0 − iU ′2 (kj − kl)
kj + kl − 2¯0 + iU ′2 (kj − kl)
. (20)
The interpretation of these in the folded system is an
incoming right mover incident from the left, moving to-
ward the dot and scattering past the other particles in
the system. When the other particle is an outgoing left
mover a constant phase eiφ is acquired whereas if it goes
past another incoming particle it gains the k dependent
two particle phase shift (17). After scattering off the dot
and picking a factor as in (10), the particle moves back
across the system as a left mover this time picking up eiφ
from the remaining incoming particles and (17) from the
other outgoing left movers.
We conclude this section by remarking that the cou-
pling of the dot to the bulk system has caused two
differences in the Bethe equations as compared to the
e−ikjL = ei(N−1)φ we found above for a Luttinger liquid
4in a box. These are the inclusion of the dot phase shift
and the k dependent two particle phase shift. As we will
see below the latter plays a crucial role in determining
the behavior of the system impacting the thermodynamic
properties and its RG flow.
Moreover we would like to comment that the relation
between K and φ obtained before is still valid despite the
inclusion of this new two particle phase shift. To see this
we drop the dot term in the Bethe equations and take
their log to recover the Luttinger liquid energy,
E =
2pi
L
N∑
j
nj −N(N − 1)φ
L
(21)
with nj being integers. The log of the two particle phase
shift is odd and therefore cancels out when summed over
all particles. This is the discrete form of (5) and we could
proceed as we did before to obtain the same relation.
IV. ZERO TEMPERATURE PROPERTIES
Having obtained the Bethe equations, (20), we seek to
identify the ground state of the system. This is most
easily accomplished by describing the particles in terms
of their rapidity xj defined by kj = Dexj + ¯0, where
−D is the lower momentum cutoff. The energy is now:
E =
∑N
j Dexj +N¯0 and (20) becomes,
e−iDe
xjL = ei(N−1)φ+i0L
cosh 12 (xj − c+ i∆)
cosh 12 (xj − c− i∆)
×
N∏
l
sinh 12 (xj − xl − 2i∆)
sinh 12 (xj − xl + 2i∆)
(22)
The parameters ∆, c and φ encode the interactions in
the model and the effect of the dot, they are defined as
ec = γ
Γ
D (23)
∆ =
pi
2
(
2− 1
K
)
+ arctan (
U
2
). (24)
with γ = 1/
√
1 + (U ′/2)2. Here we see that the presence
of the U contributes to a local modification of φ or K
in the bosonised language. This could be understood
physically by integrating out the dot degrees of freedom,
whereupon the interaction term in the Hamiltonian is
modified locally near the dot. Bulk properties are still
dependent only on φ or K but dot quantities like the
occupation calculated below depend on ∆. At both ∆ =
0 and ∆ = pi/2 the two particle phase shift vanishes
and the system simplifies considerably. If we set U = 0,
the latter corresponds to the resonant level model of free
fermions coupled to the dot. At ∆ = 0 however the single
particle phase shift also vanishes, this value corresponds
to maximally repulsive fermions (again for U = 0) which
causes the system to seize and prevent any tunneling to
FIG. 2: (a) The configurations of allowed strings for pi/4 ≤
∆ < pi/3 on the left and for 2pi/3 < ∆ ≤ 3pi/4 on the right.
In both cases strings of length up n ≤ 3 are allowed, as well
as additional 1-strings corresponding to a positive/negative
energy particle. Red crosses mark the string elements and
underneath each (n, l) denotes the string length and the ele-
ment of the string (see text). On the left, the spacing between
adjacent elements of a string, i.e between l and l+ 1 for fixed
n, is i∆ and the elements are symmetrically placed (modulo
2pi) with respect to ipi axis, in addition to real 1-strings. For
the strings on the right, the spacing is i(pi−∆), the elements
are symmetrically placed around the real axis and there are
1-strings occupying the ipi axis. (b) The form of the ground
state depends on the regime in which ∆ lies. For ∆ > pi/3 it
consists of 1− strings only, below this it changes to consisting
of 1− and 2− strings and then to include 3−strings and so
on.
the dot. Aside from these two free points we will see
below that at ∆ = pi/3 the nature of the ground state
changes.
A. Identifying the ground state
To identify the ground state of the system we must
list the possible types of solutions to the Bethe equations
(22). In order to do so we note that apart from the
dot term the Bethe equations are similar to those of the
massive Thirring model which have been widely studied
[25][26][27][28] and in fact can be thought of as a massless
limit of these [29][30]. This massless limit is known not to
change the possible types of solutions known as strings
which depend upon ∆ and we now list. First consider
∆ > pi/2 and in particular take
pi
ν − 1
ν
< ∆ ≤ pi ν
ν + 1
(25)
with ν ≥ 2 a positive integer. In this region the ra-
pidities can be complex and form so called n-strings
such that xl = x + i(pi − ∆)(n − 1 − 2l) with x real,
l = 0, . . . , n − 1 and 0 ≤ n ≤ ν. These n-strings can
be thought of as bound states and have positive bare
energy En = sin (n(pi −∆))Dex/ sin (∆). Additionally
there are negative energy particles that have Im(x) = pi.
5For ∆ ≤ pi/2 the range slips into regions,
pi
ν + 1
≤ ∆ < pi
ν
(26)
in which the n-strings take the different form xl =
x + ipi + i∆(n − 1 − 2l), l = 0, . . . , n − 1 and n ≤ ν.
The n-strings now have negative bare energy En =
− sin (n∆)Dex/ sin (∆) and are in addition to positive
energy particles which have real rapidity. The arrange-
ment of the allowed strings for two values of ∆ are shown
explicitly in Figure 2 (a) [46].
We now proceed to construct the ground state follow-
ing [26] which consists of all possible negative energy par-
ticles filled from the cutoff,−D, upwards. We begin by
considering the regime ∆ ≥ pi/3 where only one type of
negative energy particle is available (below pi/2 2-strings
are also allowed but these can be shown to increase the
energy). Therefore we set Im(xj) = pi in (22) and take
the thermodynamic limit by sending N,L→∞ while the
cutoff D is held fixed at a value larger than all quantities
such as ¯0,Γ. The density, D = N/L is then obtained by
minimizing the energy for a given large D. In this limit
the particle rapidities xj approach each other and can be
described by a continuous distribution ρp(x), the Bethe
density of states. Similarly the distribution of holes is
denoted ρh(x). The Bethe equations become an integral
equation determining these distributions,
1
2pi
Dex + 1
L
a1(x− c) = ρp(x) + ρh(x)
+
∫ 0
−B
a2(x− y)ρp(y) (27)
an(x) =
i
2pi
d
dx
log
sinh 12 (x+ in∆)
sinh 12 (x− in∆)
, (28)
where the lower integration limit B depends on ¯0 and is
determined by minimizing the energy with the dot energy
fixed. This then determines the hole distribution ρh(x).
If we set ¯0 = 0 then no holes appear in the ground
state meaning ρh(x) = 0 and B = ∞. Since we are
interested in the physics at scales well below the cutoff D
which we later send to∞, we need only be concerned with
rapidities x 0. The ground state distribution, denoted
ρ0(x) can therefore be found by Fourier transform giving
ρ0(x) =
tan ( pi
2
2∆ )
pi − 2∆
D
2pi
e
pi
2∆x +
1
L
s(x− c) (29)
with s(x) = 1/(4∆ cosh(pix/2∆)). The first term of ρ0(x)
is the bulk contribution and the second is due to the dot.
To confirm that that this is indeed the ground state of
the system for ∆ ≥ pi/3 we can construct excitations and
check that they increase the energy. The simplest type of
excitation consists of adding a hole to the ground state.
As with many other Bethe Ansatz models, the energy:
εh(x), of this excitation is proportional the ground state
distribution,
εh(x) = 2piρ0(x) > 0. (30)
Other excitations consist of adding n-strings or positive
energy particles which can also be shown to increase the
energy.
We now consider the parameter regime, ∆ < pi/3. The
availability of additional negative energy particles in this
regime changes the nature of the ground state [27]. More
specifically, for values of ∆ specified by (26) the ground
state consists of all n-strings for n ≤ ν−1 filled from the
cutoff upwards; e.g for pi/4 ≤ ∆ < pi/3 the ground state
consists of both 1- and 2-strings, while for pi/5 ≤ ∆ <
pi/4 the ground state consists of all possible 1-, 2- and
3-strings, see FIG. 4(b). Inserting these configurations
into (22) and taking the thermodynamic limit the Bethe
equations become ν−1 coupled integral equations for the
n-string particle and hole distributions ρpj (x), ρ
h
j (x),
sin (n∆)
sin (∆)
D
2pi
ex +
1
L
an(x− c) = ρpn(x) + ρhn(x)
+
ν−1∑
k
∫ 0
−B
Tnk(x− y)ρk(y) (31)
Here Tnk = an+k(x)+ak−n(x)+2
∑n−1
l=1 ak−n+2l(x) is the
derivative of the phase shift between strings of length n
and k with n < k and has the property Tj,k = Tk,j .
Also, as before B must be determined by minimizing the
energy with ¯0 held fixed.
We first analyse the system with ¯0 = 0 where again
there are no holes in the ground state and B = ∞. The
solution is obtained by inverting the matrix 1 + T [27],
(1 + T)−1jk = δjk(δ(x)− δk,ν−1b(x))− (δj,k+1
+δj,k−1) s(x) (32)
b˜(ω) =
sinh [(pi − ν∆)ω]
2 cosh (∆ω) sinh [pi − (ν − 1)∆)ω] . (33)
Applying this to (31) we obtain the ground state dis-
tributions,
ρ0n(x) = dn
D
2pi
e
pi
2∆x + δj,1
1
L
s(x− c) (34)
where the coefficients dn are
dn =
1
pi − 2∆
(
2 sin (n∆)
tan (∆)
)
for n < ν − 1 (35)
dν−1 =
1
pi − 2∆
(
sin ((ν − 2)∆)
sin (∆)
+
sin ((ν − 1)∆)
sin (∆)
tan (pi − ν∆) pi
2∆
)
(36)
Note that the dot contribution appears only in the distri-
bution of 1-stings ρ01(x) and is the same as for ∆ ≥ pi/3
(29). Again, to verify this is the ground state we show
that any modification results in excitations that increase
the energy. The simplest type of excitation is adding
a hole to the n-string distribution. Just as before the
energy of this is given by
εhn(x) = 2piρ
0
n(x) > 0. (37)
6FIG. 3: (a) The dot occupation, n<>d , as a function of ¯0/TK
for ∆ = pi/3 (dashed, blue), ∆ = pi/2 (dotted black) and
∆ = 3pi/4 (solid, red) from (46) (b) n>>d from (47) as function
of TK/¯0 for ∆ = pi/3 (dashed, blue), ∆ = pi/2 (dotted black)
and ∆ = 3pi/4 (solid, red) from (47). Recall that for ∆ = pi/2
the system interactions simplify considerably, corresponding
to K = 1/2 (maximally repulsive) for U = 0.
Other excitations consist of adding ν-strings or positive
energy particles which can be also checked to increase the
energy.
B. The Dot Occupation
In this section we calculate the ground state occupa-
tion of the dot nd =
〈
d†d
〉
as a function of the dot en-
ergy ¯0 and ∆. The non zero dot energy means that the
ground state will contain holes as well as particles and
furthermore that B is finite. To determine B we recall
that the energy is given generically by E = −D∑j exj +
N¯0 and that the ground state is found by balancing the
energy cost due to the second term with that of a hole.
Therefore given that εhn(x), ε
h(x) ∝ De pi2∆x we have
¯0 = αDe− pi2∆B (38)
where α is a positive constant whose value depends on
the regime ∆ lies in (see appendix for more details).
Since the ground state differs considerably above and
below ∆ = pi/3 we will employ two different methods to
find nd. We begin with the region ∆ ≥ pi/3 and obtain
the desired quantity by integrating over the dot contri-
bution to the density of states,
nd =
∫ 0
−B
ρpd(x)dx (39)
a1(x− c) = ρpd(x) +
∫ ∞
−B
a2(x− y)ρpd(y)dy (40)
The second line is obtained by extracting the dot depen-
dent quantities from (27) and extending the upper inte-
gral limit to ∞ which can be done as the driving term
is localised about x = c  0. The dot distribution can
be found by means of the Wiener-Hopf method (See [31],
[32] or [33] and references therein). We factorize the ker-
nel into factors G±(ω) that are analytic in the upper and
lower half planes, G+(ω) = G−(−ω),
G+(ω) =
Γ( 12 − i∆pi ω)Γ(1− ipi−∆pi ω)√
2(pi −∆)Γ(1− iω) e
iωa, (41)
a =
(
pi −∆
pi
)
log
(
pi −∆
∆
)
− log
( pi
∆
)
. (42)
where Γ(x) is the Gamma function. Then, noting that
nd = ρ˜
p
d(0) we find
nd =
−i
2pi
G+(0)
∫ ∞
−∞
G−(ω)a˜1(ω)
ω − i0 e
iω(c+B). (43)
which can be evaluated by closing the contour in the
upper or lower half plane depending upon the sign of
c+B. Having determined B through (38) we have that,
c+B =
2∆
pi
log
(
TK
¯0
)
(44)
TK ≡ αD
(
γ
Γ
D
) pi
2∆
(45)
where we have defined the strong coupling scale TK . All
physical energies are measured with respect to this scale
which has been dynamically generated by the model. We
hold it fixed while taking D →∞ thereby obtaining uni-
versal results. The form of TK will be discussed further
below.
We now proceed to obtain expressions for the dot oc-
cupation using (43). By closing the contour in the upper
half plane we determine the expansion for ¯0 < TK (and
∆ ≥ pi/3) which we denote n<>d ,
n<>d (¯0,∆) =
1
2
− 1√
pi
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n
n!
e
pi
2∆ (2n+1)a
2n+ 1
(
¯0
TK
)2n+1
× Γ(1 +
pi
2∆ (2n+ 1))
Γ(1 + pi−∆2∆ (2n+ 1))
. (46)
On the other hand, closing the contour in the lower half
plane we get the occupation when the dot energy is larger
than the strong coupling scale, ¯0 ≥ TK . Denoting this
n>>d (¯0,∆), the expansion is now,
n>>d (¯0,∆) =
1
2
√
pi
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n+1
n!
e−na
Γ( 12 +
∆
pi n)
Γ(1− pi−∆pi n)
×
(
TK
¯0
) 2∆
pi n
.(47)
The dot occupation is plotted for some values of ∆ in
FIG. 3 where we have used nd(−¯0) = 1− nd(¯0) [20] to
obtain the expressions for negative dot energy.
To find the expressions analogous to (46) and (47) in
the region ∆ < pi/3 we employ a different method. Start-
ing from (22) it can be shown that the dot contribution
to ground state energy of the system is,
Ed = −
∫ −B
−∞
S(x− c)ρh1 (x)
7where S′(x) = s(x). The dot occupation is therefore
given by,
nd =
1
2pi
∂
∂¯0
∫ ∞
−∞
s˜(ω)
iω
r˜1(ω)e
−iω(c+B)dω (48)
where we have defined rn(x) = ρ
h
n(x − B) with B(¯0)
already determined. Now to evaluate this explicitly one
needs to solve (31) for the hole distributions which cannot
be achieved analytically. We can however determine the
positions of its zeros and poles. Given that ρh1 (x) = 0 for
x > −B we know that r˜1(ω) is analytic in the lower half
plane and additionally r1(x) ∝ De− pi2∆B . Furthermore
the zeros and poles of r˜h1 (ω) are fixed by the poles and
zeros of the determinant of 1 + T respectively [27]. Thus
it has zeros at ipi(n+1/2)/∆ and poles at i(n+1). Com-
bining all this we find the dot occupation for ∆ < pi/3.
For small ¯0 < TK we denote it n
<<
d ,
n<<d (¯0,∆) =
1
2
+
∂
∂¯0
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n r˜1(−i
pi
2∆ (2n+ 1))
pi(2n+ 1)
×
(
¯0
TK
)2n+1
(49)
At large dot energy ¯0 > TK , the dot occupation in the
∆ < pi/3 regime, n><d , is obtained by closing the contour
in the upper half plane. We find,
n><d (¯0,∆) =
∞∑
n=0
an
(
TK
¯0
) 2∆
pi (n+1)
(50)
for some constants an which depend on the residues of
r˜1(ω).
C. The RG Flow
In the preceding sections we have derived the dot occu-
pation in the ground state as a function of ∆ and ¯0/TK
with TK being a strong coupling scale generated by the
model.
The dynamic generation of a scale TK , akin to the
Kondo scale, can be understood in this spinless model
by making the analogy between the charge fluctuations
on the dot and the spin fluctuations in the Kondo model.
By identifying the impurity spin and dot occupation via
Sz = nd − 1/2, a screened Kondo spin corresponds to
a fully hybridized dot with fixed occupation, nd = 1/2
while the unscreened spin corresponds to the dot being
decoupled and therefore being either full or empty, nd =
0, 1. The role of an external magnetic field in the Kondo
model is fulfilled here by the dot energy ¯0. We will now
discuss appearance of these regimes in our model.
In order to obtain universal results we have held TK
fixed while removing the cutoff D →∞ having previously
assumed all scales are much smaller than D. In particular
we must have TK  D and so to fulfil this we need ∆ > 0.
FIG. 4: The RG flow of the system. For ∆ > 0 the system
flows to strong coupling and generates a scale TK allowing for
universal results. For ∆ < 0 it flows to weak coupling and
the system is non universal.
For ∆ < 0 on the other hand there is no universal regime
as the would-be scale is above the cutoff and universal
results cannot be obtained. If we set U = 0 then this
transition between universal and non-universal regimes
occurs at K = 1/2 and is shifted by a non zero U in
agreement with perturbation theory [20].
We may also explore the low energy behavior of the
system. Rewriting (45) as,
Γ
D = γ
−1
(
TK
αD
) 2∆
pi
(51)
we see that reducing the cut-off a` la Wilson, Γ/D flows
to strong coupling provided 0 < ∆ < pi. It is interesting
that despite the change in the ground state the renor-
malization group analysis is unaffected and so we have
a unified picture for all 0 < ∆ < pi of the system being
weakly coupled at high energy and flowing to strong cou-
pling at low energy. As we shall see combining results
of this section with the next the strong coupling fixed
point controls the impurity behavior for low T and low
¯0, while the weak coupling regime is reached when either
of these quantities is large.
We can obtain from our expressions for the dot occupa-
tion information about how the RG flow approaches the
strong and weak coupling fixed points by identifying the
respective leading irrelevant and relevant operators [34].
For ¯0 < TK , i.e in the region of the strong coupling fixed
point the expansions for all ∆ > 0 are given in terms of
odd powers of ¯0/TK and so the leading irrelevant opera-
tor that governs the flow about the strong coupling fixed
point has dimension 2 . It is natural to identify this op-
erator with the stress energy tensor. We can also extract
the dimension of the leading relevant operator around
the weak coupling fixed point i.e at high energy from the
exponents in the dot occupation for ¯0 > TK . Again al-
though the ground state changes form these exponents do
not change and so we have the dimension of the operator
is 1−∆/pi for all ∆ > 0. The weak coupling fixed point
corresponds to the decoupled dot so the leading relevant
operator is d†ψ(0). By setting U = 0 we see that its di-
8mension is 1/2K in agreement with perturbation theory
[18] but is shifted if U 6= 0.
We have the following picture of the system: For ∆ > 0
the system exhibits a renormalization group flow from
weak coupling at high energy to strong coupling at low
energy. The strong coupling fixed point is at ¯0 = 0 and
describes the system where the dot and the bulk are fully
hybridized. By introducing an energy scale i.e. allowing
¯0 6= 0 we perturb away from this fixed point. The lead-
ing irrelevant operator describing this is the stress energy
tensor. The weak coupling fixed point is reached at high
energy and describes a decoupled dot and bulk. By re-
ducing the energy scale we move away from the fixed
point allowing for tunneling to occur which is governed
by the operator d†ψ(0). At ∆ = 0 the system undergoes a
quantum phase transition such that the low energy fixed
point is no longer strongly coupled and the dot is not
fully hybridized. Any results in this regime depend upon
the RG scheme used. We depict the RG flow in terms of
Γ/D as a function of ∆ ∈ [−pi, pi] in FIG. 4.
V. THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE
DOT
In this section we will study the system at finite tem-
perature and calculate the free energy of the dot. We
shall find a RG flow from weak to strong coupling as the
temperature is lowered (from a localized to a delocalized
dot) in agrrement to the previously section. To simplify
matters we specify that either ∆ = pi/ν with ν > 2 being
a positive integer or ∆ = pi−pi/ν. The former covers the
region ∆ < pi/2 and the later ∆ > pi/2.
We begin with ∆ = pi/ν and also setting ¯0 = 0. For
this choice of parameter there are strings of length up to
ν − 1 (the ν-string is longer present) and so excitations
are created by introducing holes in these string distri-
butions and adding particles above the Fermi sea with
real rapidity. Following [33] we consider the free energy
F = E − TS where E is the energy of a state with an
arbitrary configuration of strings, holes and particles,
E = −D
ν−1∑
j
∫ 0
−∞
sin (j∆)
sin (∆)
exρpj (x) +D
∫ 0
−∞
exρp+(x)(52)
and S is the Yang-Yang entropy S =∑
j
∫ [
(ρpj + ρ
h
j ) log (ρ
p
j + ρ
h
j )− ρpj log (ρpj )− ρhj log (ρhj )
]
where the sum is over j = 1, . . . , ν−1,+ with + denoting
the distributions of the real rapidity particles. We min-
imise F with respect to ρpj to obtain the thermodynamic
Bethe Ansatz equations (TBA) for ηj(x) ≡ ρhj (x)/ρpj (x)
which determine the saddle point,
log (ηj(x)) = s∗
[
log (1 + ηj−1(x))(1 + ηj+1(x))1+δj,ν−2
]
−2pi
T
ρ0j (x) . (53)
Here ∗ denotes the convolution f ∗ g = ∫ f(x− y)g(y)dy
and additionally log (ην−1(x)) = − log (η+(x)). The driv-
ing terms of these equations, 2piρ0j (x) are the energies
of the fundamental excitations above the ground state,
namely those obtained by adding holes to the j-string
distributions. We can then use (53) to simplify the free
energy and after doing so the part which depends on the
dot is given by
Fd = Ed − T
∫
s(x− c) log (1 + η1(x)). (54)
The first term is the ground state energy of the dot
and the second term captures the finite temperature be-
haviour. Similar to the case of zero temperature dis-
cussed in previous sections the behaviour away from the
fixed point it is determined by the 1-string distribution.
At this stage the free energy and TBA still depend on the
cutoff but we can remove this dependence and take the
universal limit as we did before by introducing the func-
tions ϕ(x + 2∆pi logα
′T/D) with 1/α′ = αγpi/2∆. Taking
D →∞ while holding TK fixed then gives
ϕj(x) = s ∗
[
log (1 + eϕj−1(x))(1 + eϕj+1(x))1+δj,ν−2
]
−α′dje pi2∆x (55)
along with ϕν−1(x) = −ϕ+(x). The temperature depen-
dent part of the free energy is now dependent on TK ,
Fd = −T
∫ ∞
−∞
s(x+
2∆
pi
log
(
T
TK
)
) log (1 + eϕ1(x)).(56)
At high temperature T  TK the integral is dominated
by x→ −∞. In this limit the driving terms of (55) vanish
and the solutions are given by constants eϕj = (j+1)2−1,
eϕν−1 = ν − 1. Using these in the free energy (dropping
the non universal part, Ed) we find
Fd(T  TK) = −T log 2 (57)
which is the free energy of a two level system without
energy splitting. Thus at high energy the dot is decou-
pled as expected from our analysis at T = 0 of the large
¯0 regime. Similarly the low temperature, T  TK , be-
havior of the dot is determined by the x → ∞ part of
the free energy. In this case the driving terms of (55)
blow up giving ϕj = −α′dje pi2∆x allowing us to obtain an
expansion for the free energy at low temperature. We
achieve this following the arguments of [31] by introduc-
ing c˜(ω) =
∫
exp (−iωx) log(1 + exp (ϕ1(x))), which is
finite for Im(ω) > 0. Rewritten in terms of this new
function the dot free energy is
Fd = −T 1
2pi
∫ ∞
−∞
s˜(ω)c˜(ω)e
− 2∆pi iω TTK (58)
= −T
∞∑
n=0
(−1)nc˜(i pi
2∆
(2n+ 1))
(
T
TK
)2n+1
(59)
where to obtain the second line we have closed the con-
tour in the upper half plane and picked up the poles from
9s˜(ω). The entropy of the dot Sd = −Fd/T vanishes at
T = 0 as expected for a dot that is fully hybridised with
the bulk. The coefficients of the expansion can be deter-
mined for large n
c˜(i
pi
2∆
(2n+ 1)) =
∫ ∞
−∞
e
pi
2∆ (2n+1) log (1 + eϕ1(x)) (60)
→
∫ ∞
−∞
e
pi
2∆ (2n+1)e−α
′d1e
pi
2∆
x
=
1
(α′d1)2n+1
(2n)! . (61)
We see that the free energy is of a form similar to the
expansion of the dot occupation in powers of ¯0/TK ob-
tained at zero temperature and again the leading irrele-
vant operator about the strong coupling fixed point is the
stress energy tensor resulting in a power law dependence
in the specific heat Cv ∼ T/TK .
The thermodynamics for ∆ = pi − pi/ν can be investi-
gated by similar means. We omit the details here but it
can be shown that at high temperature the dot is again
decoupled while at low temperature it is fully hybridized
with the free energy having an expansion in terms of odd
powers of T/TK as in (58).
VI. CONCLUSION
We have solved via the Bethe Ansatz the model of a
Luttinger liquid coupled to an interacting resonant level
at its boundary. We constructed the ground state and
excitations of the model. It was seen that if the Lut-
tinger interaction is sufficiently strong and repulsive (or
alternatively if U is strong and attractive) the ground
state changes from consisting of a single type of particle
to a multicomponent condensate of strings. We then cal-
culated the occupation of the dot as a function of the dot
energy at T = 0 obtaining exact expressions at ∆ ≥ pi/3
and the functional form below this. Following this we
calculated the free energy of the system and studied it
at low and high temperature. From these calculations
we determined that for ∆ > 0 the system is strongly
coupled at low energy and weakly coupled at high en-
ergy. The weak coupled fixed point describes a dot that
is decoupled from the bulk and the leading relevant op-
erator is the tunnelling term ψ†(0)d, and has dimension
1 − ∆/pi. The strong coupling fixed point describes a
fully hybridised dot and bulk with the leading irrelevant
operator being the stress energy tensor.
The model has been studied in the past in an interest-
ing paper by Furusaki and Matveev [20] who identified
the phase transition that occurs at ∆ = 0 for U = 0 be-
low which the model is in the perturbative regime and
can be explored as an expansion in Γ showing power law
behavior of the dot occupation as a function of the dot
energy. The RG flows in this regime are non-universal
and depend on the initial values of the parameters. We
differ, however, from these authors’ statements (which
do not bear on their main conclusions) that the model
can be mapped to the anisotropic Kondo model and that
the phase transition at ∆ = 0 corresponds to the Kondo
transition from ferro- to antiferromagnetic behavior as a
function of the coupling. See Appendix.
Although the model we solve here is one of a number
of interacting systems with boundary impurities that are
integrable (see e.g. [35][36][37] for some early examples)
the methods we use can be extended, in conjunction with
[21] to encompass a new class of models with bulk im-
purities that allow for both transmission and reflection.
This work will be presented elsewhere [38]
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VII. APPENDIX A
Here we derive the dependence of B on ¯0 given in (38). Allowing for holes the energy is given by with rapidities
from −∞ up to an upper bound −B
E0/L = −D
∫ 0
−B
exρp(x)dx+ ¯0
∫ 0
−B
ρp(x)dx (62)
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The lower limit −B must be determined by minimising the energy with respect to it for fixed ¯0 similar to our
calculation of (6). We begin by inverting (27) so as to find an equation for ρh(x),
ρ0(x) = ρp(x) + ρh(x) +
∫ −B
−∞
J(x− y)ρh(y)dy. (63)
wherein J˜ = −a˜2/(1 + a˜2) and the driving term is the ground state distribution from (29). This is a Wiener-Hopf
integral and accordingly the solution is
ρ˜h(ω) = ρ0(−B) (G−(ω)G+(i
pi
2∆ ))
−1
pi
2∆ + iω
. (64)
with G±(ω) defined in (41).
Inserting (63) into the expression for the energy (62) we find that the change due to ¯0 is
δE/L = ¯0
[∫
ρ0(x)− pi
2(pi −∆)
∫ −B
−∞
ρh(x)
]
+ 2pi
∫ −B
−∞
ρ0(x)ρh(x) (65)
We recognise the first two terms as counting the number of particles minus the holes and the last term as the dressed
energy of adding these holes. From (64) one can see that ρh(x) ∝ e− pi2∆B and so minimising the energy with respect
to B we find that
e−
pi
2∆B =
(
e
pi
2∆a
pi(pi − 2∆)
tan ( pi
2
2∆ )
Γ(1 + pi2∆ )
Γ( 12 +
pi
2∆ )
)
¯0
D . (66)
We can perform an analogous calculation in the ∆ < pi/3 regime where the energy is
E/L = −
ν−1∑
j
D sin (j∆)
sin (∆)
exρpj (x) + ¯0
ν−1∑
j
j
∫
ρpj (x). (67)
By inverting the Bethe equations using (32) and inserting them into (67) we get shift in energy due to ¯0
δE/L =
ν−1∑
j
∫ −B
−∞
2piρ0j (x)ρ
h
j (x) + ¯0
ν−1∑
j
∫
jρ0j (x)−
∫ −B
−∞
pi¯0ρ
h
ν−1(x)
2(pi − (ν − 1)∆)
 (68)
The first term is the contribution to the ground state energy due the added holes and the second and third count the
number of particles minus holes. In order to minimise this we need not know the explicit form of the hole distributions
but only that ρhj ∝ e−
pi
2∆B (c.f (64)). Thus we find that
e−
pi
2∆B =
(
1
8(pi − (ν − 1)∆)
ρ˜hν−1(0)∑ν−1
j dj ρ˜
h
j (−i pi2∆ )
)
¯0
D . (69)
VIII. APPENDIX B
It has been stated in the literature that the anisotropic Kondo model (AKM) is equivalent to the Luttinger dot
model we study here and that further the the equivalence holds also in the absence of bulk interaction K = 1 and
U 6= 0 [20], [39]. In this appendix we show that in fact the AKM is not equivalent to either of these two models. We
start by stating the AKM Hamiltonian
HAKM =
∑
a=↑,↓
∫ L/2
−L/2
(−iψ†a∂xψa)+ Jzψ†a(0)ψb(0)σzabSz + J⊥ (ψ†a(0)ψb(0)σxabSx + ψ†a(0)ψb(0)σyabSy) . (70)
Where the system is placed on a ring of length L with periodic boundary conditions ψa(x + L) = ψa(x). We will
examine how the two models differ first using Bethe Ansatz and then via bosonization. For the AKM the Bethe
Ansatz equations for the ground state distributions of particles ρp(x) and holes ρh(x) are [31],
Da1(x) +
1
L
a1(x− c′) = ρp(x) + ρh(x) +
∫ ∞
−B′(h)
a2(x− y)ρp(y)dy (71)
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where ∆ in this context parametrizes the anisotropy of the exchange coupling, c′ contains the rest of the information
about the impurity and B′(h) the lower bound depends on the applied magnetic field, h. This is the ground state
equation for all values ∆ > 0.
We can isolate the impurity/dot parts and compare them between the models. For the AKM this gives
a1(x− c′) = ρpi (x) + ρhi (x) +
∫ ∞
−B(h)
a2(x− y)ρpi (y)dy (72)
(73)
comparing this to (40) we see that the dot part of the equations are the same however the later is valid for ∆ ≥ pi/3
only. As shown above, the ground state equation for the Luttinger dot model changes to (31) which is different from
the AKM. This difference is due to the fact that the bulk of both models have different symmetries. The bulk of the
AKM having SU(2) symmetry which is broken to U(1) by the anisotropic impurity while the Luttinger liquid only
has a U(1) symmetry. Therefore while the impurities in both models are similar the bulks are entirely different.
We turn now to the bosonisation of these two models and examine how they are related therein. We start with the
unfolded Luttinger-dot model and take
ψ(x) ∼ e−2iϕ(x) (74)
where ϕ is a boson with the following mode expansion
ϕ(x) = −pi
L
Nx− i pi
L
∑(L|p|
2pi
) 1
2 1
p
e−ipx
(
b†p + b−p
)
e−|p|/2D (75)
The Hamiltonian in bosonic form is thus
H =
1
pi
∫ L/2
−L/2
K (∇ϕ)2 + U ′d†d∇ϕ(0) + t′d†e−2iϕ(0) + h.c (76)
where we have absorbed any constants into new U ′ and t′ and suppressed Klein factors. We can then absorb the
Luttinger parameter into a redefinition of the field ϕ(x) = Φ(x)/
√
K to get
H =
1
pi
∫ L/2
−L/2
(∇Φ)2 + U
′
√
K
d†d∇Φ(0) + t′d†e−2iΦ(0)/
√
K + h.c (77)
Φ(x) = −
√
Kpi
L
Nx− i
√
Kpi
L
∑(L|p|
2pi
) 1
2 1
p
e−ipx
(
b†p + b−p
)
e−|p|/2D (78)
Note the appearance of the factor 1/
√
K in the exponent of tunnelling term renders the operator therein single valued
under the periodic boundary condition x → x + L also note the the change in the zero mode is reflective of the fact
that the fermions are interacting.
We now perform the bosonization of the AKM and get
1
pi
∫ L/2
−L/2
(∇φ↑)2 + (∇φ↓)2 + J ′z (∇φ↑(0)−∇φ↓(0)) + J ′⊥e−2i(φ↑(0)−φ↓(0))S+ + h.c (79)
where again we have the mode expansion
φ↑,↓(x) = −pi
L
N↑,↓x− i pi
L
∑(L|p|
2pi
) 1
2 1
p
e−ipx
(
b†p↑,↓ + b−p,↑,↓
)
e−|p|/2D (80)
We introduce the charge field φc = (φ↑ + φ↓)/
√
2 and spin field φs = (φ↑ − φ↓)/
√
2. These two sectors decouple and
we have the spin Hamiltonian
Hs =
1
pi
∫ L/2
−L/2
(∇φs)2 +
√
2J ′z (∇φs(0)) + J ′⊥e−2
√
2iφs(0)S+ + h.c (81)
with
φs(x) = − pi√
2L
(N↑ −N↓)x− i pi
L
∑(L|p|
2pi
) 1
2 1
p
e−ipx
(
b†p,s + b−p,s
)
e−|p|/2D (82)
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Note that the zero mode of the spinon field has changed by a factor of 1/
√
2 and also the Hamiltonian contains
exp
(
2
√
2iφs(0)
)
where as before the
√
2 present there is necessary for this operator to be single valued and also that
the boundary conditions are correctly reproduced exp
(
2
√
2iφs(0)
)
= exp
(
2
√
2iφs(L)
)
. These new factors reflect
the fact that φs is a spinon field and so does not describe a free fermion.
Now the trick that is employed is to apply the following transformation U = exp ((√2− 1)Szφs(0)) to the Hamil-
tonian
U†HsU = 1
pi
∫ L/2
−L/2
(∇φs)2 +
√
2J ′′z (∇φs(0)) + J ′⊥e−2iφs(0)S+ + h.c (83)
The effect has been to change the coefficient in the exponent appearing in the J ′⊥ term back to the original one and
also J ′z → J ′′z . Similarly one can apply the rotation UK = exp
(
(1/
√
K − 1)SzΦ(0)
)
to (77)
U†KHUK =
1
pi
∫ L/2
−L/2
(∇Φ)2 + U
′′
√
K
d†d∇Φ(0) + t′d†e−2iΦ(0)/
√
K + h.c (84)
Where we have obtained a new exponent in the tunnelling term and also shifted U ′ → U ′′. At this point it is very
tempting to equate (83) with (84) however while the impurity terms look the same it is important to note that for
arbitrary K the bulks are different as can be seen from the mode expansions of Φ and φs. To make this more clear we
can take K = 1 in which case the bulk term of (84) represents free fermions while that of the AKM represents spinons
again this is reflected in the different zero modes of their mode expansions (82) and (78). Furthermore one can note
that the e−2iφs(0) 6= e−2iφs(L) so the transformed AKM Hamiltonian does not respect the boundary condition. We
can also consider the correlation function
〈
e−2iφs(x)e2iφs(0)
〉
which is no longer single valued as we can shift x→ x+L
in which case 〈
e−2iφs(x)e2iφs(0)
〉
→ e−i
√
2(N↑−N↓)
〈
e−2iφs(x)e2iφs(0)
〉
(85)
meaning that this correlator is well defined only if N↑ −N↓ = 0. We should comment that the two mode expansions
agree for K = 1/2 which corresponds to ∆ = 0 in the Bethe language and for the AKM represents the removing the
impurity while in the Luttinger-dot model is the case of maximally repulsive fermions.
Therefore in bosonisation one can also see that the two models are not equivalent. Again although the impurity
parts appear the same the bulks are different.
